
UNITED STATES = 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

o May 13, 1980 

Dockets Nos. 50-26 ,5 L270 
a.nd 0- 287 

Mr. William 0. Parker, Jr.  
Vice President, Steam Production 
Duke Power Company 
P. 0. Box 2178 
422 South Church Street 
Charlotte, North Carolina 28242 

Dear Mr. Parker: 

On December 28, 1979 the NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) issued 
Information Notice No. 79-37 that discussed the discovery of cracks in the keyway 
and bore sections of discs in Westinghouse low-pressure turbines. A copy of this 
Information Notice with an -errata sheet is enclosed. Subsequently, all licensee/ 
users of low-pressure turbines -manufactured by General Electric were invited to 
meet with the NRC staff and representatives of the vendor on January 9, 1980 to 
discuss the probability of disc cracking in these turbines. A summary of this 
meeting and the General Electric Company's presentation are also enclosed with 
this letter.  

At the time of the January 9 meeting General Electric did not have any recent 
results of ultrasonic inspections of its low-pressure turbines. Since that date 
full UT inspections have been performed on six rotors at five nuclear power plants.  
Some indications in the keyway region have been reported in discs at three of these 
plants. General Electric personnel beli-eve that these indications were caused by 
water erosion rather than by stress corrosion.  

The staff desires to learn more about the underlying reasons for the indications 
found and the probable rate of growth of these indications and their effects on 
turbine disc integrity.  

For this purpose we request that you provide the information sought in Enclosure 
3 to this letter and address its safety significance. Under the provisions of 10 
CFR 50.54(f) your response is requested within 30 days of the receipt of this letter.  
A copy of this letter is being telecopied to you, along with Enclosure 3.  

It is my understanding that additional UT inspections are to be performed by 
General Electric in the near future. We encourage this action as being the only 
certain means of determining the integrity of turbine discs. We also recommend 
that if you have not already done so, that you develop a schedule for performing 
a full UT inspection of at least one of your low-pressure turbines during the 
next major outage of your plant.
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This request for generic information was approved by GAO under clearance number 

B-180225 (S79014); this clearance expires June 30, 1980.  

Sincerely, 

Robert W. Reid, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #4 
Division of Licensing 

Enclosures: 
1. Information Bulletin 

79-37 
2. Meeting Summary 
3. Information Requests 

cc w/ enclosures: 
See next page



Duke Power Company 

cc w/enclosure(s): 

Mr. William L. Porter Mr. Robert B. Borsum 
Duke Power Company Babcock& Wilcox 
2P. 0. Box 2178 Nuclear Power Generation Division 422 South Church Street Suite 420, 7735 Old Georgetown Road Charlotte, North Carolina 28242 Bethesda, Maryland 20014 

Oconee Public Library M 201 South Spring Street N agroLi o 
Walhalla, South Carolina 29691 2536 Countryside Boulevard 

Clearwater, Florida 33515 

Honorable James M. Phinney 
County Supervisor of Oconee County 
Walhalla, South Carolina 29621 

Office of Intergovernmental Relations Director, Technical Assessment 116 West Jones Street 
Office of Radiation Programs Raleigh, North Carolina 27603 

(AW-459) 
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Crystal Mall #2 
Arlington, Virginia 20460 

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Region IV Office 
ATTN: EIS COORDINATOR 
345 Courtland Street, N.E.  
Atlanta, Georgia 30308 

Mr. Francis Jape 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
P. 0. Box 7 
Seneca, South Carolina 29678



Enclosure 1 

UNITED STATES ISINS NO.: 6870 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Accession No.: 

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT 7910250525 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 

December 28, 1979 

IE Information Notice No. 79-37 

CRACKING IN LOW PRESSURE TURBINE DISCS 

Description of Circumstances: 

An anonymous letter was received by the Director of the Office of Inspection and 
Enforcement, on November 17, 1979 which alleged possible violation of Part 10 CFR 
50.55e and/or 10 CFR 21 Regulations concerning reportability of recently discovered 
stress corrosion cracking in Westinghouse 1800 rpm low pressure turbine discs.  
Westinghouse had made a presentation on the turbine disc cracking to electric 
utility executives on October 30, 1979.  

Telephone discussions between the NRC staff and Westinghouse's Turbine Division 
on November 20, 1979 established that cracking, attributed to stress corrosion 

phenomena, had been found in the keyway areas of several LP turbine discs at 

operating plants and that inservice inspection techniques (i.e., in situ ultra
sonic examination) for crack detection have been developed and are being imple
mented in the field. The Office of Inspection and Enforcement was also notified 
on November 20, 1979 that during the current overhaul of Commonwealth Edison's 
Zion Unit 1 LP turbine, ultrasonic examination revealed embedded cracks located 
on the inlet side on the disc bore area where no cracks had been previously 
observed. Ultrasonic measurements indicate this disc bore cracking is of greater 

depth than the keyway cracks found to date. According to Westinghouse, these 
bore cracks have been metallurgically examined and preliminary findings show them 

not to be typical of classical stress corrosion cracking observed in the keyways.  
The probable cracking mechanism and impact on disc integrity is being further 
evaluated by Westinghouse.  

A meeting was held on December 17, 1979 between the NRC staff, Westinghouse 
and utility representatives to discuss the disc cracking problem, repair alter
natives, turbine missile evaluation, inspection techniques and plant inspection 

priorities. In response to the staffs' request, Westinghouse provided the 

staff an updated report on December 21, 1979 regarding the current field inspection 

program that included a list of nuclear power plants already inspected, recom

mended inspection schedules and pertinent information related to LP turbines 
where cracks have been observed. Inspections to date have identified turbine 

disc cracks at Surry Unit 2, Point Beach Unit 2, Palisades, Indian Point Unit 3 

and Zion Unit 1. All units except Point Beach Unit 2 will make repairs before 

the plants return to power. Point Beach returned to power on December 23, 1979 

with a small crack in the No. 2 disc of LP Turbine No. 2. An analysis by 

Westinghouse indicated that the observed crack will not attain critical dimensions 

during 28 additional months of turbine operation. The NRC staff is evaluating 

the turbine inspection results and analysis by Westinghouse.
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Westinghouse also notified the staff that extrapolation of information obtained 

from Indian Point Unit 3 inspection and analysis indicates that disc cracking 

could be significant at Indian Point Unit 2 and the turbines should be inspected 

sooner than the spring outage' o 1980. The NRC staff is currently reviewing 
Consolidated Edison's plans for prompt evaluation of this potential problem 

at this unit.  

Enclosure 1 lists the PWR plants having Westinghouse 1500/1800 rpm turbines.  

The AA category represents those turbines which appear to have the earliest 

need for inspection. With the exception of Yankee Rowe, Westinghouse has 

recommended to utilities that inspection of these machines be completed by 
the Spring 1980 outage period. The Rowe unit is uninspectable by the present 

ultrasonic techniques due to its design. Westinghouse has recommended the 

remaining machines of the Category A plants be insoected as their service 

periods approach five years or in the event significant corrosion 
problems become 

evident during this time. The NRC staff is currently reviewing the need for 

inspection of those PWR plants having other interfacing turbine 
designs shown 

in Enclosure 2. Changes to the forementioned inspection schedules proposed by 

Westinghouse may be necessary as new technical information becomes available.  

From the information available to the NRC staff at this time it appears that 

cracking may be more generically widespread in turbine discs (e.g., keyways and 

bore areas)than previously observed. It is important to note that the UT 

inspections performed by Westinghouse thus far were essentially 
limited to 

the keyways (disc outlet) of selected discs whereas the Zion Unit 1 inspection 

results indicate that examination of the disc bore section must be taken into 

account. Also, Westinghouse is currently re-evaluating their previously estimated 

turbine missile energies based on recent missile test results from model 
symmetric 

and non-symmetric missile impact tests. Their preliminary findings, although 

subject to change, now indicate possible higher missile exit energies 
in some 

cases than previously expected.  

This Information Notice is provided as an early notification of a possibly 

significant matter, the allegations and the generic safety 
implications of which 

are currently undergoing review by the NRC staff. It is expected that recipients 

will review the information applicable to their facilities. If NRC evaluations 

so indicate, further licensee actions may be requested or required. Embedded 

cracking in keyways and disc bore areas have been observed only in Westinghouse 

LP turbines thus far. However, the NRC staff believes that turbines of other 

manufacturers should be included in consideration of this problem.  

No written response to this Information Notice is required. If you have any 

questions regarding this matter, please contact the Director 
of the appropriate 

NRC Regional Office.  

Enclosures: As stated
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GE ERIC QUESTIONS - To Be Comoleted in31 Days 

I. Describe what quality control and inspection procedures are used for 

the disc bore and keyway areas.  

II. Provide details of the General Electric repair/replacement procedures 

for faulty discs.  

III. What immediate and long term actions are being taken 
by General Electric 

to minimize future "water cutting" problems with turbine discs? What 

actions are being recommended to utilities to minimize "water cutting" 
of discs? 

IV. Describe fabrication and heat treatment sequence for discs, including 
thermal exposure during shrinking operations.
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REQUEST FOR 1NFORMATION RELATED TO TURBINE DISCS 

SITE SPECIFIC GENERAL QUESTIONS - To Be Completed in 30 Days 

I. Provide the following information for each LP turbine: 

A. Turbine type 
B. Number of hours of operation for each LP turbine at time of last 

turbine inspection or if not inspected, postulated to 
turbine 

inspection 
C.. Number of turbine trips and overspeeds 
D. For each disc: 

1. type of material including material specifications 

2. tensile properties data 
3. toughness properties data including Fracture Appearance 

Transition 

Temperature and Charpy upper steel energy and temperature 

4. keyway temperatures 
5. critical crack size and basis for the calculation 

6. calculated bore and keyway stress at operating design overspeed 

7. calculated Klc data 
8. minimum yield strength specified for each disc 

11. Provide details of the results of any completed inservice inspection of 

LP turbine rotors, including areas examined, since issuance of an operating 

license. For each indication detected, provide details of the location 

of the indication, its orientation, size, and postulated cause.  

III. Provide the nominal water chemistry conditions for each 
LP turbine and 

describe any condenser inleakages or other significant changes in water 

chemistry to this point in its operating life.  

IV. If your plant has not been inspected, describe 
your proposed schedule and 

approach to ensure that turbine cracking does not 
exist in your turbine.  

V. If your plant has been inspected and plans to 
return or has returned to 

power with cracks or other defects, provide your proposed schedule for 

the next turbine inspection and the basis for this inspection schedule, 

including postulated defect growth rate.  

VI. I ndicate whether nn Annlysis And evill1ntion rriardinrg. turbine, mi-.i11e 

have been performed for your plant and provided to the staff. If -utlch (n 

analysis and evaluation has been performed and reported, please provide 

appropriate references to the available documentation. In the event 

that such studies have not been made, consideration should be qiven to 

scheduling such an action.



GENERAL ELECTRIC - DOMESTIC 
NUCLEAR TURBINE-GENERATOR UNITS WITH PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS 

OPERAING OR UNDER CONSTRUCTION 

TURBINE STAGES REACTOR SERVICE 

STAON/NIT RATIEG TYPE REHEAT MFG DATE 

Washiagton Public Power Hanford Sta 2 422 TC4F-43 GE 4/18/66 

Uaebington Public Power Hanford Sta 1 422 TC4F-43 GE 6/12/66 

Duke Power Oconee 1 887 TC6P-38 2 3W 5/6/73 

Oma Pubic Power District Ft. Calhoun 1 4681 TC4F-38 CE 8/25/73 

Duke Power Ocomee 2 887 TC6F-38 2 BW 12/5/73 

Baliore Ga" & Electric Calvert 1 890 TC6F-38 2 CE 3/6/74 

Netropolitan Edison 3 Mile Isle 1 637 TC6F-38 aW 6/19/74 

Duke Power Ocaee 3 893 TC6F-38 2 BW 9/18/74 

Indias Nichigan Electric Cook 1 1089 TC6F-43 1 W 2/10/75 

Northeast Utilities . KillAtone Pt 2 881 TCAF-43 2 CE 11/9/75 

Portland General le'ctric Trojan 1 1178 TC6F-38 2 W 12/22/75 

Toledo Edison Davie-Basea 1 925 TC4F-43 2 BW 77 

Arkansas Power 6 Light Arkansas Nuc 2 943 TC4F-43 2 CE 1/26/78 
South Caroline Electric & Gas Summer 1 954 TC4F-43 I Shipped 
Conumers Power Midland 2 852 TC4F-43 2 81 Shipped 
Duke Power Catawba 1 1203 TC67-43 2 W Shipped 
Publie Service Co. of I.H. Seabrook 1 1197 TC6F-43 I W Shipped 
Consumere Power Midland 1 SOS TC2F-43 2 BW Shipped 

Union Electrio Callway 1 1192 TC6F-38 2 W Shipped 
Arisona Public Service Palo Verde 1 1359 TC6F-43 2 CE Shipped 
Kansas Gas 6 Electric Wolf Creek 1 1192 TC6F-38 2 W Shipped 

Duke Power Cateba 2 1205 TC6F-43 2 W To be shipped 

Georgia Power Vostle 1 1157 TC6F-38 1 To be hipped 

Public Service Co. of N.H. Seabrook 2 1197 TC6F-43 1 Tohbed 

Arizona Public Service Palo Verde 2 1359 TC6F-43 2 CE To be shipped 
Rochester Gas 6 Electric Sterling suc 1192 TC6F-38 2 W To be shipped 

Toledo dison Davis Bese 2 914 TC4F-43 2 BW To be shipped 

Northern States Power Iyoe U9 ~ T4-IW To be shipped 

Arizona Public Service orde 3 1, TCFF-Is 2 CE To be shipped 

Duke Power Cherokee 1 1341 TC6P-43 2 CE To be hipped 

Tennessee Valley Authority Yellow Creek 1 1339 TC6F-43 2 CE To be shipped 

Norcheaac Utilities Millstone 3 1209 TC6P-43 1 W Shipped 

Tennessee Valley Authority Yellow Creek 2 1339 TC6F-63 2 CE To be shipped 

Union Electric Callaway 2 1192 TC6F-38 2 W To be shipped 

Toledo Edison Davis Besse 3 914 TC4-43 2 SW To be shipped 

Duke Power Cherokee 2 1341 TC6F-43 2 CE To be shipped 

Long Island Lighting Jamesport 1 1196 TC6F-43 1 1 To be shipped 

Georgia Power Votle 2 1157 TC6F-38 I W To be shipped 

Duke Power Cherokee 3 1341 TC6F-43 2 CE To be shipped 

Long Island Lighting Janseport 2 1196 TC67-43 I W To be shipped



GENRAL ELECTRIC - DONRSTIC 
NUCLEAR TURBNE-GENERATOR UNITS WITH G.E. BOILING WATER REACTORS 

0?PRA1XUO OIL UNDER CONSTRUCTION 

TURBINE STAGES SERVICE 

gagD sm l/DpI RATING TT DATE 

Comovealth Edison Dresden 1 210 TC2F-38 4/15/60 
Jersey Central Power 6 Light Oyster Creek 1 641 TC6F-38 2 9/23/69 

Niagara Mohawk Power Nine Mile Pt 1 620 TC6F-38 2 11/9/69 
Comonwealth Edison Dresden 2 610 TC6F-38 4/13/70 

Northeast Utilities Millstone Pt 1 650 TC4P-43 11/29/70 

Northern States Power Monticello 1 543 TC4F-36 3/5/71 
Comonvealth Edison Dresden 3 810 TC6F-38 7/22/71 
Comonvalth Edison Quad Cities 1 610 TC6F-38 4/12/72 
Comonwealth Edison Quad Cities 2 810 TC6F-38 5/23/72 
Boton Edison pilgrim 1 633 TC47-43 7/19/72 
Vermost Yankee Vt.Nc.Power 1 337 TCAF-38 9/20/72 

Tennessee Valley Authority Browns Ferry 1 1096 TC67-43 10/15/73 
Philadelphia Electric Peachbotton 2 1096 TC6F-43 2/16/74 
Ioav Electric Light & Power Arnold 1 366 TC4?-38 2 5/19/74 
Tennessee Valley Authority Browns Ferry 2 1099 TC6F-43 8/28/74 
Philadelphia Electric Peachbottom 3 1098 TC6F-43 9/1/74 
Georgia Power Ratch 1 809 TC4F-43 2 11/11/74 
PANT fitspatrick 1 830 TC4F-43 2 2/1/75 
Carolina Power & Light Brunswick 2 849 TC4F-43 2 4/29/75 
Tennessee Valley Authority Browns Ferry 3 1091 TC6F-43 9/12/76 
Carolina Power & Light Brunswick 1 849 TC4F-43 2 12/4/76 

Georgia Power Batch 2 817 TC4F-43 2 9/22/78 

Comoneealth Edison LaSalle 1 1147 TC6P-38 2 Shipped 

Pennsylvania Power 6 Light Susquehanna 2 1085 TC6F-38 Shipped 

Pennsylvania Power 6 Ligb Susqushana 1 1085 TC6F-36 Shipped 
Comouvealth Edison LaSalle 2 1147 TC6F-38 2 Shipped 

Long Island Lighting Shoreham 1 647 TC4P-43 2 Shipped 

Cleveland Electric Illuinating Perry 1 1253 TC6F-43 2 Shipped 

Illinois Power Clinton Power 1 985 TC4F-43 I Shipped 

Niagara Mohawk Power Nine Kile Pt 2 1166 TC6F-38 1 Shipped 

Gulf States Utilities liver Bend 1 998 TC4F-43 1 Shipped 
Cleveland Electric Illusinating Perry 2 1253 TC6F-43 2 To be shipped 

Philadelphia Electric Limerick 1 1092 TC6F-38 Shipped 

4orthern Indiana Public Service Baily Nuclear 1 684 TC4F-30 2 To be shipped 
Public Service Electric 6 Gas lope Creek I 1116 TC6F-38 Shipped 

Public Service Co. of Oklahoa Black Fox 1 1180 TC6F-43 To be shipped 
Glf Stat is Utilicies Miver Bend 2 998 TC46-43 1 To be shipped 
Oublite Service Electric & Gas dope Creek 2 1110 TCGV-38 Shipped 
Public Service Co. of Oklahoma lack Fox 2 1180 TC6T-43 To be shipped 
Philadelphia Electric Limerick 2 1092 TC6F-38 Shipped 
Illinois Power Clinton Power 2 985 TC4F-43 I To be shipped
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STEAM PURITY - STRESS CORROS3ION CRACKING, GEK-72281 

chloride analyzer suitable for power plant contaminants have been introduced into 

use becomes available, we would strongly the unit. These deposit analyses provide 

recommend its use for steam purity the information required for logical recom* 

monitoring. mendations regarding the nondestructive 
examination of critical turbine compo

nents and for formulating corrective ac

III. MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS tions to eliminate the source of con
taminants.  

A. Turbine Deposits We would recommend that turbine de

During turbine inspections the unit posits be taken and analyzed during every 

should be carefully inspected for de- inspection. The results should be reviewed 

posits. Analyses of turbine deposits can with LSTG Engineering through Product 

provide an early warning that corrosive Service.  

tion to limnatethe oure ofcon



GEX.72981, STEAM PURITY - STRESS CORROSION CRACKING 

There is a much lower incidence of SCC C. Steam Purity Monitoring 
on units operated with drum type boilers.  
Since these boilers generally are not weil Most of the serious instances of tur
instrumented, it is not possible to relate bine corrosion damage for both once
this better performance to steam purity. through and drum type boilers are asso

ciated with accidents or upset conditions.  

We would expect that drum boilers oper. For example, in once-through systems, 
ated on the zero solids or all volatile treat- improper regeneration of deep bed po
ment system would readily meet our Ushers operated on the ammonia cycle can 
recommended limits on sodium and cation itroduce caustic into the feedwater. In 
conductivity Usted above for once-through drum type systems, high drum levels, 
steam supply systems and these l foaming, or defective steam separator 
should be adhered to. baffles can significantly increase the 

amount of carryover. Operation of any 

Someboiler-turbine 
system with severe conden

with e rum ty e oil r ma b hirt ser leaks can eventually introduce chlorides 

caustic is added to the boiler water to i costnt Attenin to cnser 
achieve the desired pH. Any carryover leakage, dmnea e elent urt and 
would result in the introduction of seam puri.  
caustic, a very corrosive contaminant, 
into the turbine. In order to minimize The measurement of steam purity in units 
corrosion damage to the turbine, drum operated with drum type boilers is not as 
boilers operated with precision control straightforward as for once-through types 
should deliver steam to the turbine that b of separation in the drum and the 
meets the sodium and cation conductivity need for steam sampling.  
limits recommended above for once
through systems. Steam sampling techniques and instrumen

tation for drum boilers should be used to 
For drum type units operated with the provide assurance against the type of 
coordinated phosphate boiler water treat- chemical upsets described above.  
ment, it is not evident what levels of 
sodium and cation conductivity are achiev. Saturated steam sampling at the drum may 
able in the steam. The lower incidence of be more readily accomplished than super
serious corrosion damage for such units heated steam sampling. Although the ab
suggests that steam purity levels are com- solute values of steam purity measure
parable to those found for once-through ments can be inaccurate because of 
boilers or that deposits containing corro- nonrepresentative steam sampling, such 
sle contaminants are buffered by phos- steam purity monitoring is extremely 
phates. Sodium phosphates are not be- useful in detecting trends or step changes 
lieved to be corrosive to turbine materials. in the chemical carryover.  
It is possible that the steam chemistry 
limitations on units using coordinated To prvent the introduction of corrosive 
phosphates do not need to be as stringent contaminants into the turbine we rcoi
as those recommended for once-through mend that sodium and cation conductivity 
systems and industry programs need to be be monitored. Controlling the sodium to 
established to determine appropriate limits low levels insures that the corrosive corn 
for units using this type of treatment. For pounds sodium hydroxide and sodium 
these reasons we are not specifying steam chloride are controlled. Limiting the ca
purity limits for drufb units using coor- tion conductivity in intended to provide 
dinated phosphate but we do recommend a measure of protection against some of 
monitoring the steam purity, and careful the other potentially corrosive contami
attention to feedwater control. nants. In the event that a reliable low level 
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STEAM PURITY - STRESS CORROSION CRACKING, GEK-72281 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION remain dissolved in the steam and pass 
into the turbine. For these systems, the 

Utilities have always controlled boiler water water purity input to the boiler is a good 

chemistry to prevent corrosion and deposits measure of the output steam purity. e 

in the boiler, which can result in tube failures, conducted a water chemistry survey from 

and to prevent deposits in the turbine, which 1975 to 1977 in which questionnaires and 

decrease unit output and lower efficiency. plant visits were used to assess current in

Sporadic instances of stress corrosion cracking dustry practices related to feedwater treat

(SCC) in turbines indicate that, in addition to ment, boiler water chemistry and steam 

steps to prevent boiler corrosion and turbine purity measurements. The survey results 

deposits, the water chemistry must be con- from 50 once-through steam generators 
trailed to prevent the intruduction of corro- indicated that about 80% of the units con

sive contaminants Into the turbine which can tinuously monitoring sodium and cation 

cause 8CC. conductivity of the final feedwater achieve 

I -
typical values of 3 ppb or less sodium and 

The most serious corrosive contaminants are 0.2 pmho/c or less cation conductivity.  
caustic, chlorides, and sulfite (which decom- In those units reported to have been oper

poses into hydrogen sulfide). Due to power- ated within these limits, no major stress 

ful concentrating mechanisms operative in corrosion cracking incidents have occurred 

turbines and the aggressive nature of corrosive and only a minor amount of pitting cor

contaminants in high concentrations, it is rosion has been observed.  
necessary to restrict these contaminants to 

very low levels in the steam. The substitution In recognition that turbine operators need 

of hydrazine for sodium sulfite as an oxygen some margin on the feedwater chemistry 

scavenger has essentially eliminated problems limits to account for start-ups, shutdowns, 

due to sulfite. The elimination of chlorides and system upsets, we have adopted the 

and caustic is not as easy. Chlorides are almost following practical steam purity recom

always present in the condenser cooling water mendations which should provide adequate 

and condenser leaks permit chloride to enter protection from serious SCC incidents: 

the condensate stream. Caustic may be pre
sent intentionally from chemical additions to 
the boiler or unintentionally from improper Iecmi ned th Test r ie 

operation and/or regeneration of condensate of cantaineat t lto c 30 veN 

polishers or make up demineralsors.conductivity of 0.2 mhocm 

The steam purity required to prevent corro- oprin nor operios nt xcedin 

sive deposits in utility turbines is not pre- 100 hours per incident and accumulating 
sently known. However, correlations between 500 hours or less in a 12 month operating 
field service experience and utility water time, 6.0 ppb Na and 0.5 pmho/cm should 
chemistry practices has enabled the General not be exceeded; and during emergency 
Electric Company to formulate steam purity condition for periods of 24 hours or less 
guidelines that, if followed, are likely to avoid wtx 
major SCC Incidents. These guidelines arewihacmlto ntexedg10 

described in det . hours in a 12 month operating time, 10 0 
mppb and cation conductivity of 1.0 smho 

cm should not be exceeded.  

I.I. OPERATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS B. Drum Type Steam Supply Systems 

A. Once-Through Sterp Supply Systems 
A major difference between drum type 

Minimizing the level of feedwater con- units over once-through designs is the drum 

taminhnts is extremely important for once- boiler's ability to separate dissolved solids 

through type boilers since essentlally all from the steam due to the trong affinity 

the impurities dissolved in the feedwater of the solids for the liquid phwatre 
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